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Union Board clears air
with smoke free policy
suitable, it can be iepealed," said Union
Board Chairman Mark Holden. "They
After defeating proposals to designate (future board members) can change it if a
a smoking area in the Union last week, room is found."
Board member Ken Miller, ASUPS
the Union Board unanimously passed a
Vice President, moved to amend the
no-smoking policy yesterday:
"Whereas, the Union Board has not motion to read that the policy can be
been able to identify a suitable area for amended at any time.
"Part of our charge is to review policy
smoking; be it resolved, that the
any policy can be reviewed,"
smoking policy for the Student Union
read: 'The Student Union is a smoke-free countered board member Sue Yowell,
Assistant Dean of Students.
building'."
Miller's amendment failed, but the
"We're passing this now but (in the
future) if a place does appear that is smoke-free policy passed 8-0.

By Tom Koontz
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Boat blown away on bridge
By Melisse Swartwood
One of the crew's boats did get blown
away last weekend -- not by the other
team, but literally blown by the wind
into the Columbia River.
The team went to Pullman last Friday
to compete in a regatta against WSU and
PLU. On Saturday, the day of the race,
it was very windy; conditions were bad
for racing.
After the UPS women's heavy
four-man shell nearly sank, it was
apparent that the fours wouldn't be able
to race. By the end of the regatta most
of the fours hadn't competed, and only a
few of the eights raced.
"We were pretty much bumming
about that already," said crew team
member Chris Thayer.
Saturday afternoon the team prepared
to come home. They loaded three boats
on a trailer and one, a four, on top of a
The suspect was dressed in a dark bus.
By Helen Dolmas
"I was on the second bus, the one
jacket and a worn out white t-shirt. He is
Tuesday evening a female student was described as having dark scraggly hair without the boat," said Thayer. "After we
crossed the bridge over the Columbia, by
struck in the face twice with a fist, over his ears and bushy eyebrows.
Vantage (a crossing notorious for high
causing minor facial injuries. The
wind speeds) we saw the other bus pulled
The case has been referred to the over."
student was walking northbound on
North Lawrence near 18th Street at Tacoma Police Department. If anyone
"Everyone was running to the bridge,"
should see someone fitting the suspect's he said. "We looked over the edge and
11:54pm.
The victim immediately fled and description call Security Services if he is
there was the boat in the middle of the
entered a Residence Hall. The suspect is spotted on campus. If the suspect is
river, just floating."
described as a white male, 25-35 years spotted off campus report the sighting to
After the team made its way to the
old, 510" tall, weighing 140 pounds. TPD.

Student assaulted
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riverside, Coach Kim Heggerness
concluded that the shell was wrecked and
that an attempt to salvage it would be
too dangerous. The team proceeded
home, returning at 1:00 am.
"But Reg Rumwell and I didn't want
to leave the boat just sitting there," said
Thayer. "So we stocked up on Cokes,
Twinkies and mint cookies and went
back."
When they returned to the river, they
found the boat, minus the bow. The
mid-section was basically intact, but the
stern was smashed. Later the bow was
found, in good shape.
"We collected the pieces and twined
the bow to the car," said Thayer. "We
have some plans for it."
Although only one week remains in
tne iioi crew season, me sneils
loss will have negative effects on the
team.
"Our most important race is coming
up," said Crew team member Merrill
Martin. "This will prevent some of the
fours from getting valuable rowing time
during workouts."
She added, "It's really frustrating.
We've fought so hard for our equipment
this year, and now we've lost one of our
better boats. It will have to be replaced."
The team will have to pay a deductable
of about $1,500 for the shell, which was
being rented from a lessor in California.
The lessor has not yet been contacted.

NEWS
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BPA Awards Ceremony to be held
The second annual BPA Scholarship and Awards Ceremony will be held next
Thursday, April 30, in McIntyre 216 at 3 pm. All students, faculty, and staff are
invited to attend. Also, students are encouraged to invite faculty, family, and
friends. Expected in attendance are Weyerhaeuser representatives Charlie Bingharn
and George Weyerhaeuser. All BPA students are invited to nominate a faculty
member/ members for various faculty awards. Ballots are available in the BPA
office, McIntyre 128, and due Tuesday, April 28.

Plan a trip to Mars
The Planetary Society's Mars Institute announces the 1987 Mars student contest
in two categories: 1) Consider the technological capabilities of the various space
programs of the space faring nations: Design an international Mars mission that
uses these capabilities in a synergistic way. 2) What are the social, political, and
economic benefits and problems with an international mission to Mars; how might
the problems be overcome and the benefits maximized? Prizes are $750 plus an all
expense paid trip to Bouldei CO this summer for the upcoming Mars conference.
Entries must be submitted by May 1, 1987. For more information contact the Mars
Institute, The Planetary Society, 65 North Catalina Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91106;
(415) 694-6864.

OT Opens house
The Puget Sound Occupational Therapy Open I-louse will be held this Saturday,
April 25, from 10 am to noon in the School of Occupational and Physical Therapy.

UPS alum named senior auditor
First Interstate Bancorp has named Carrie Tsang-Hidding senior auditor in the
audit department. Tsang-Hidding holds a B.A. and an M.B.A. in international
business from Puget Sound and is a Certified Public Accountant. She is currently
president of the American Society of Women Accountants and a member of the
Asian Business League of Southern California.

Walk, America
Washingtonians across eleven locations will take part in the 1987 WalkAmerica
this Saturday to raise money for the March of Dimes. Each route is 30 kilometers
in length, and participants collect pledges for each kilometer walked. Prizes are
awarded based on dollars collected. Companies, organizations, and schools are
encouraged to participate through TearnWalk or individually. Those interested in
joining neighbors and friends in this event can obtain a sponsor sheet from their
area 7-Eleven Stores, Jack-in-the-Box Restaurants, Fred Meyer Music Markets,
Squire Shops and Olympic Sports.

Volunteer, UPS
National Volunteer Week is next week, April 26 to May 2. The Community
Volunteer Center (CVC) will be organizing a week-long series of one-day projects
ranging from spending time with senior citizens to visiting a youth home to
making care packages for hospitals and many other possibilities. If you or youx
organization would like to take part in National Volunteer Week, contact Yumi at
756-4060 or x 3367, x 3432.

It's carnival time!
The annual Carnival on the Lawn is scheduled for this Sunday, April 26,
between noon and 4 pm in Karlen Quadrangle (rain location: Kilworth Chapelj
here at the University of Puget Sound. Admission is free and entertainment will
include jugglers, pottery demonstrations, balloons, face painting, prints and pots
for sale, sing-alongs, a mime, and a visit by Pastor the Llama from Point Defiance
Zoo. The event is sponsored by the School of Music students Art Association and
Alpha Psi Omega Theatre Fraternity, and proceeds will benefit the Children's
Museum of Tacoma, which will provide hands-on activities throughout the day.
For more information call 756-3555.

The headquarters of political extremist Lyndon LaRouche and companies tied
to him were seized by federal agents Tuesday. Many of LaRauche's offices and
companies around the country were also seized. The move was directed at
claiming at least part of the contempt-of-court fines exceeding $21 million that
have been levied against LaRouche -related groups.
Rear Adm. John Poindexter has been granted limited immunity in order to
testify regarding the possible diversion of funds to the Nicaraguan Contras
Poindexter's testimony is expected to shed some light on the Iran/Contra Scandal
and could possibly implicate President Reagan as having taken part in the
diversion of funds. Poindexter had previously pleaded his Fifth Amendment right
against self-incrimination. Cal. Oliver North could also be granted limited
immunity later this spring.
106 people were killed and at least 295 were injured as a car bomb exploded in
the main bus terminal at Columbo, Sri Lanka, Tuesday. The Sri Lankan
government has blamed two Tamil terrorist groups, the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Ealam and the Ealam Revolutionary Organization of students. Since last
Friday, three such attacks have plaqued the small island, resulting in a total of
250 deaths.

Appointments approved
By Caitlin J. Moughon
Just when you thought every UPS
student had been appointed to something,
Senate came up with Trustee
committees. More clubs, too. All in a
Tuesday night.
Trustee committee appointments
included Chris Musselman for Buildings
and Grounds committee, Anne-Marie
Trebonne on Instructions, John Smith, a
UPS law student, for Finance, and Mike
Canizales on Student Life.
There were rumors of controversy
surrounding the appointment of
Canizales, but none of the senators
actually spoke against him.
President Gillian Gawne warned the
senators "not to redo our [the selection
committee's] work . . . or to ask if
someone else would be better."
She added that she had "very strong
convictions about this."
Canizales passed with three
abstentions, from Senators Pat Gabrish,
Lynn Hendricks, and Bryan Kean. The
remaining votes approved of Canizales.
In contrast, the senators seemed very
impressed with Smith, the law school
appointee.
Kean, who interviewed Smith, said
that "I was kind of looking to pick him
apart, because I really didn't want to be
known as the senator who kind of gave
in to the candidate with the MBA."
However, Kean reported, Smith was
"far and away the best."
"Could you bring him around so we
could meet him?" inuuired Senator Mike

Haines.
"Don't you mean worship him?"
quipped Senator Melisse Swartwood.
The senators laughed uproariously.
"What a knee slapper," commented an
anonymous observer.
Senate also approved a new ASUPS
club, the Jewish Student Organization.
Andrea Levin, a representative, said
that the group "has been in existence for
this is its sixth year. . . We are
recognized by the Chaplain's office."
The organization was unanimously
approved.
Another group, Sigma Alpha Iota
(SAl), was up for approval but could not
be voted on as no representative was
present. SAl is an honorary women's
music fraternity.
Also approved was Financial Vice
President Ray Bell as ASUPS General
Manager.
Kean, who had spoken against
re-appointing Bell for the position last
week, said, "I went out on a search
mission. and came up empty-handed.
Bell was also heartily approved by a
unanimous vote.
In committee reports, Swartwood, of
Union Board, told the story of "our big
voting for a smoking area."
"There is no smoking area," she said.
Next the committee will "draw up a
resolution that says it's going to be a
smoke-free building."
She added that the recent resolution did
not mean a smoking area could not be

see SENATE page 10
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WHAT?
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Early Session May 18-June 12
First Half Session June 15-July15
Second Half Session July 16-August 14
Courses in all Core areas.
Courses in most departments.
Courses which meet prerequisites for
classes offered next year.
Special enrichment courses.
Learning skills courses.
Many of the profess
Summer Session ar
afteroncamous S
year, so this is a gre

David Harlan
Former JFC and Panhellenic presidents Mike Canizales and Cris Wittress took the
award for Greek man and woman of the year at Wednesday evening's Greek Awards
ceremony. Also honored were sorority pledge of the year Lorelee Parker and fraternity
pledge of the year David Matsumoto.

Staff admits its. work
By Helen Dolmas
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Work and gio school. Classes are
scheduled iWshort blocks of time with
some offered in the evening.
Avoid transfer credit by taking Puget
Sound courses.

How?

Summer registration begins April 20 and
continues until the first day of any
nit deposit holds your
class. A $20
registration unLi, the first day of class
(refundable if you with draw before the
class starts).

How does Puget Sound? The question
is posed to prospective students year after
year by the Admission Office. But
besides posing puzzling questions, what
else does the Admission Office do?
One responsibility, according to
George Mills, Dean of Admission, is
"Working with new student enrollment
by communicating the school, and what
it's about to prospective students."
Prospective students are identified in
various ways. The university particpates
in a student search service, as well as
other name genrating sources.
Once a student sends in an application
it is "reviewed by at least 3 members of
the admission staff. If all agree, the
student is accepted," according to Mills.
"If there is some disagreement, the
application goes to the ten-member
committee for review."
Applications are reviewed on a rolling
admission process; the files are reviewed
as all the information is completed. This
year somewhere in the high 70% of
students who apply will be accepted.
Active in the admission process are
admission counselors, who are
responsible for recruiting prospective
students.
Counselors do not necessarily obtain a
degree in counseling, but certain
qualities, according to Mills, are
important.
Questioned as to whether it helps to
be a Pugct sound graduate in order to be
an admission counselor Mills replied:
"In some respects it does, however
Larry Seno (not a graduate of UPS) had
been able to develop the trust of people.
He can put the university in perspective,
but doesn't have contact with the
university community. Graduates have a

feel for and a sense of the university and
don't want to mislead people."
Admission counselor Stan Sorensen,
an '86 graduate of Puget Sound, said, "It
definitely helps me. I can call upon my
own experience here, which was a very,
very positive experience."
Counselors take an active interest in
prospective students.
"I try to develop a personal type
relationship. I want to become friends to
the point where they feel comfortable
speaking to me. There are some students
you become more attached to. It is
sometimes dissapointing if they go
somewhere else," said Sorensen.
Once the students arrive at Puget
Sound as freshmen, counselor Ann
Thomson, also an '86 Puget Sound grad,
would like to keep in contact with them.
"I think it will be fun to keep in touch
with them, maybe by having lunch in
the Student Union. Sometimes first
semester can be a tough transition."
As for the current crop of incoming
freshmen, Sorensen said, "From my own
experience this group is very intelligent,
very motivated, excited. I see a lot of
people who have real leadership
potential. A few of them could do big
things."

orrection
Last week, an article about the student
senate meeting mentioned the possibk
purchase of a bust of Norton Clapp to b
placed in the SUB. The article quoted
Assistant Dean of Students Sue Yowell
as saying, "All I know is that Dave has
asked that they consult ASB to buy it."
The quote should have been, "All I
know is that Dave has asked that they
call ASB to have it installed."
We regret any misrepresentation this
might have caused.
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Drug symposium slated
vided by Security Services
7

5:50am

By Laura Edwards

Several obscene phone calls were recieved in two different
Residence Fiails.

7 3:00pm Assitant Director of Security Todd Badham and Kristi
LeaMaster, Security Secretary, responded to a call from Track
Coach Joe Peyton regarding a vehicle prowl in progress
in the Fieldhouse parking lot. Badham and Peyton interrupted
the prowl and held the three suspects for TPD officers. TPD
officers and detectives arrested the suspects. The suspects, who
were driving a stolen Cadillac, were attemptil ; to break into the
trunk of another Cadillac which they allcg, ily stole the day
before in King County. The suspects were wanted in
connection with several felonies, including robbery. Badham,
Peyton and LeaMaster will be commended by Tacoma's
Director of Police Services.

To all UPS athletes, students and
faculty, mark down April 27, 2-5 pm, on
your calendar. UPS will host a
Substance Abuse Symposium at the
Memorial Fieldhouse. The symposium
will focus on the increasingly widespread abuse of drugs in our present

(JP5

4/10/87 11:10am A projector in Thompson Hall was reported to have been
vandalized.
4/10/87 11:30pm A unicycle was stolen from room 101 in the Student Union
Building during Foolish Pleasures. The unicycle was later
recovered at N. 11th and Lawrence.
4/12/87 12:32pm A harmless, mentally disturbed trespasser was removed from
the Union by Security Services staff.
4/15/87 4:10pm A vehicle vs. vehicle hit and run accident occurred in the
east Union lot causing minor damage.
4/17/87 7:40am A CB Radio was stolen from a student's pick-up truck. The
truck was parked in the driveway of 3500 N. 18th. Referred to
TPD.
4121/87 11:54pm A student, while walking northbound on N. Lawrence near
18th, was struck with a fist twice in the face, causing minor
facial injuries. (See story, front page.)

Just because it gets dark later doesn't mean you shouldn't get an escort!
Remeber, Security Service offers a 24-hour escort service. Tak
advantage of it! Why walk alone around campus?

Ideal ideas selected
By Amy Stephenson

Winners have been selected and prizes
awarded in the Centennial Birthday Week
Idea Contest.
The Centennial Birthday Week, March
14-20, 1988, will feature games and
contests for students and teams,
culminating in the university's 100th
birthday on March 17, 1988. Contestants
were encouraged to submit ideas for
birthday week activities and ideas for the
birthday week itself.

Entries were judged last week and
most winners have been notified. If you
are a winner and haven't been reached,
please contact Lisa North at 756-3481 to
claim your orize.
The winners and their ideas are as
follows: Shelby Wright, cake decorating
contest and Twister game; Mary
Simpson, road rallies and hot air balloon
rides; Julie Homick, cake cutting
ceremony with the hatchet; Robin Lacey,
family reunion banquet; Sally Eames,
President Phibbs jumping Out of a cake.

Betas teeter for tots

By Jonathan Kees

While many students went home for
Easter celebration, members of Beta
Theta Pi Fraternity remained on campus
and sponsored a 48-hour community
service project. The Betas held their third
annual Teeter-Totter-A-Thon, with the
money raised being donated to the Easter
Seals Foundation.
"Our goal is to raise over $1000,"
said Clint Tate, Community Service
Officer for the house and organizer of the

event. "We sure could appreciate your
contribution."
The Teeter-Totter-A-Thon started at
noon on Friday and ended at noon on
Sunday. After rain and thunderstorms on
Friday, clear weather prevailed on
Saturday with only the bitter cold
remaining.
By Sunday, the storm had completely
dissipated, in time for an Easter egg hunt
open to the community, sponsored by
the Beta House. Open to any children
under ten, the egg hunt drew several
families from the Tacoma area.

The program will include former
Chicago Bear and Seattle Seahawk pro
football player, Bob "Newt" Newton,
who underwent treatment for drug abuse.
Newton is now the Marketing
Coordinator for the Valley General

Hospital and spends his free time
speaking locally and nationally on drug
addiction.
Also included are David Moore,
Clinical Director for the Olympic
Counseling Services which is an
alcohol and drug treatment facility, and
Clell Henson of the Washington State
Highway Patrol. Moore will lecture on
the physiological and psychological
effects of alcohol and substance abuse.
Henson will emphasize the problem of
automobile accidents relating to alcohol
and drug abuse by showing a film, Soul
Survivor.
"This symposium is a response to the
national guidelines on substance abuse
set forth by the NAIA to provide an
educational program on substance abuse
for student athletes at member
institutions," said Dr. Richard Ulrich,
the Athletic Director at UPS.
As a requirement of the NAIA rules, all
athletes and coaches must attend this
symposium, but all members of the
student body and general public are
welcome to attend. Admission is free.
Similar symposiums will be held each
semester.

ARTS
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THE HONORS SERIES WILL SHOW THE CLASSIC FILM THE
PAPER CHASE: April 23; 7pm; McIntyre 006; free.
THE UPS INSIDE THEATRE PRESENTS TWO ONE-ACT
PLAYS: April 23-25 and April 30-May 2; 8pm; Inside Theatre; $3 for students
and seniors, $6 general.
CAMPUS FILMS THE PRESENTS THE FUNNY FILM
NOTHING IN COMMON: April 24-25; Friday at 6pm, 8:30pm, and 11pm,
Saturday at 6pm and 8:30pm and Sunday at ( pm and 8:30pm; McIntyre 006; $1
with ID.
THE ART QUILT EXHIBIT GOES TO BED AT TACOMA ART
MUSEUM: March 6 through April 26; Tacoma Art Museum; 10am-4pm
Monday through Saturday, and noon-5pm; free.

BUGS BUNNY AND FRIENDS CAITOON FESTIVAL: April 25;
11pm; McIntyre 006; $1 with ID.
JAY MILLER, MIME, WILL DELIGHT BOTH YOUNG AND
OLD: April 26; 8pm; Jacobsen Recital Hall; $2 UPS community, $3 general.

THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT PRESENTS ITS GRAND FINALE:
April 24; 8pm; Paritages Centre; students/seniors $5.50, general $7.50.
The University Symphony Orchestra, Adelphian Concert Choir, and University
Chorale will all perform.

THE FOURTH ANNUAL WILDLIFE ART SHOW WILL
ENTERTAIN ALL: April 26; noon-4pm; Slater Museum--3rd floor of
Thompson Hall; free.

THEATREWORKS USA WILL PRESENT THE EMPEROR'S
NEW CLOTHES--REMEMBER THAT ONE? April 25; 3pm & 7pm;
Pantages Centre; call the box office for ticket prices.

LARRY LINVILLE, FAMOUS FOR PLAYING FRANK BURNS
ON THE MEGA-HIT M*A*S*H: April 27; 8pm; Great Hall; $2 in
advance, $6 at the door.

Crosscurrents sets the

N-'iII_I INJ ill

literary world ablaze

WOLFF TANNING
/

10

By Helen Dolmas

0)

From the time you open the
beautifully bound book, to the time you
close it, your senses are assailed by all
manner of graphic artistry and literary
weight.
Crosscurrents, the school's literary
magazine, is back from the printer and
everyone is abuzz. In a bold step forward
PROGRESSIVE HAIR WORKS
the editors chose to add color to the
611 SOUTH PROCTOR
magazine, and the front cover is a
TACON..IA, WA 98405
756-9332
testament to the new styles enlcosed.
The photographs and artwork
throughout the magazine show the wide
- ----------------------------------variety of talent that Puget Sound holds

N ©© ©©© ©©o U©o
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535 Dock St. #105 phone 272-6225 M-F 9-3, Sat, 10-4, Sun. 12-4

Free Mocha Espresso
W i purc ase 0
Deli Sandvich
I,-------- ----------- ------- I
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color, the firewoman on page 49 comes
alive, and the and the chalices on page 11
become eerily lighted with the clever use

Elsewhere in the magazine graphic
design touches, including blue machine
.
guns blazed behind the Vietnam story,
and eye-catching use of gray and black
lines throughout.
But the real meat of the magazine is
xiixiiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiII
the literature highlighted by the exciting
A UNIQUE SELECTION OF
graphics. From page five's gut
wrenching Vietnam story, to the last in
depth essay on Vietnam in the magazine
the quality of the work is top notch.
MON
10 AN
The poetry ranges from off-the-wall
Haiku
to moving accounts of old age.
SAT
&
The poem "is real is her" by Angel
8 CHANNEL VIDEO BOOTHS
Overbaugh deals with female erotica.
VIDEO TAPE SALES & RENTALS
"Windsor," by K.R. Millison discusses
BETA & VHS JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
the abdication of the Duke of Windsor
because of Wallis Simpson.
Toco'a
Tocomo
Tocoma
I
a.s.n.,lon
I
I
The short stories encompass a story
474-9871 1582-3329 : about a comedian, John Born's
373-0551 272-6613
3922 100TH SW
1350 PACIFIC AV
338 CALLOW N
I 5440Yi S. TAC WY
"Tragi-comedy;" a tale of the middle
-

ages, G. Paul Jones's "The Doctor;" and
several other worthwhile readings.
All in all the literary content offers
something for everyone. In addition, the
implementation of color and striking
new graphic ideas make the magazine a
must get purchase.
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KUPS TOP 12 1/2
for the week ending 4/19/87

I
The cast. of Overtones (pictured above) will premier tonight at 8pm in the Inside
Theatre.

Lt This
6. 1.
1. 2.
NEW 3.
NEW 4.
NEW 5.
NEW 6.
10. 7.
NEW 8.
7. 9.
3. 10.
9. 11.
5. 12.
2. 1/2

Artist
Smiths
Julian Cope
Hunters and Collectors
Collection
The Phones
Stranglers
Cocteau Twins
Soundtrack
Los Lobos
Killing Joke
Fleshtones
Siousxie and the Banchees
Heaven 17

Inside Theatre stages
two innovative plays

S
SAVE

Both plays are being performed April
23,24,25,30 and May 1, 2 at the Inside
Theatre 8pm.

By Helen Dolmas
It's time, once again, for 2918
Off-Broadway Series. This year's plays
are Overtones, by Alice Gerstenberg, and
The Private Ear, by Peter Schaffer.
Overtones is directed by Heidi Miller
and stars Wendy Harris, Kimberly Ann
Wright, Carrie Sandahi, and Kendra J.
Murray.
"I thought for that for the time it was
written it was a daring statement for
women to make," director Miller says,
referring to'Overzones.
The play focuses on the role of
women in 1915. It deals with the masks
women wore in the Victorian era in order
to hide the way they really felt.
Overtones is a women's lib statement.
"I read the play a couple years ago and
liked it," director Don C. Davis says
about his play, The Private Ear.
"I wanted to try working Out comic
timing on the stage. There's also
elements of classical music that I wanted
to explore." Davis continued.
The Private Ear involves Tchaik, a
shipping clerk who is seeking refuge
from the boredom and alienation of his
work in classical music.
Tchaik is played by Cohn Stuart.
Also performing in The Private Ear are
Elliott Jones and Christine Hansink.

1JILQ
Louder Than Bombs
St. Julian
Living Daylights (ep)
Animal Liberation
Stick Man
Dreamtime
Love's Easy Tears (ep)
Some Kind of Wonderful
By the Light of the Moon
Brighter Than A Thousand Suns
Fleshtones vs. Reality
Through the Looking Glass
Contenders

$3.00
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Police Academy star to tickle UPS's funnybone
By Gretchen Weber

fl

On Thursday, April 30 at 8:00pm,
Michael Winslow will be performing in
the Union.
Winslow's talent as a comedian/actor
is well-represented by his appearance in
all four Police Academy films. He brings
to the screen the unique sounds of a

"vocal visionist." Vocal vision is the
blerJing of acting with created backgi ound sounds to further convey the
atmosphere of a comedic scenario.
Winslow's talents as a vocalvisionist
include such sounds as machine gun fire,
squeaky shoes, assorted animal noises,
and his masterpiece-- a video game,
complete with plinks and plunks!

In his solo appearance, Winslow
attempts to bring people to places where
they would ordinarily be unable to go.
He might take the audience on a journey
up and down the TV dial, stopping off
on Fantasy Island, or other familiar
shows. Maybe he'll journey to a MTV
soundstage to take part in a complete
video production.

Before Winslow's performance, five
Northwest comedians (Gary Larson,
Geoff Young, Rod Long, Mary
Schickling-Young, and M.J. McGalliard)
will be spotlighted.
Winslow and these five locals will be
performing in the Laugh Your _____ Off
sponsored by Popular Entertainment.
The event will kick off the Spring
Weekend festivities.
•

Hillis conducts musical Grande Finale at Pantages
By Laura Thomas
A deep love for, and dedication to the
beauty of music is the primary force in
Margaret Hillis' career. In fact, the joy of
making music is one of the ideas that
she hopes to impress upon the students

she will be working with this week
during her residency here at the
University of Puget Sound.
Hillis is a dedicated conductor who
became nationally known in 1977 when
she substitued for the ailing Sir Georg
Solti and conducted the Chicago
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Symphony Orchestra, Chorus, and
soloists in a performance of Gustav
Mahler's Symphony No. 8. Hillis,
recalling that event, says she was so
absorbed in the music that she never had
time to get nervous. Hillis prefers not to
dwell on the past, however, but to focus
on the future. When asked what the
highlight of her career is, she replied,
"The next performance," pointing out
that there are always higher musical
mountains to climb.
As the director of the Chicago
Symphony Chorus, Hillis has little time
for residencies at colleges and
universities, but she says she does visit
at least one or two a year. She has taught
classes at Southern Methodist
University, the St. Louis Conservatory
of Music, and Indiana University, her
alma mater. She says she enjoys visiting
universities and working with young
talented musicians who are serious

Typing: $11 page
Editing: $5! hour

If no answer

6277432
424 St. Helens
(the first block north of 6th Ave.)

Dorri Heroux, B.S., MS.
Phone 472-2823
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students.
Hillis feels that she rarely encounters
resistance as a woman conductor,
although it has not always been that
way. Upon receiving her Bachelor's
Degree, Hillis hoped to study orchestral
conducting with a master teacher.
Unfortunately, there was no one who
would take on a female student because
she would have no future in a conducting
career. Hillis was advised to enter choral
conducting and try to get into orchestral
conducting through that avenue.
Apparently, she received good advice
because that is exactly what she has
doie, quite successfully.
Margaret Hillis is on campus this
week as a visting professor for the
Chism Year of Music. She will be
meeting with students for discussions
about "Life as a Conductor" and
"Creativity in Music and Other Arts."
Her residency also includes rehearsals
with high school choral groups as well
as with some of the University
performing groups. Hillis will conclude
her visit by leading the Adeiphian
Concert Choir, the University Chorale
and the University Orchestra in Haydn's
Lord Nelson Mass in the Grand Finale,
Friday, April 24, 1987 at 8 pm in the
Pantages Centre. Complimentary tickets
for the concert are available to students,
faculty, and staff at the Inside Theatre
Box Office.
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A thought for those absent
By Amy Stephenson
My parents aren't coming this
weekend. Two thousand miles and
prohibitive airfare are a little much for a
three-day jaunt, for them to arrive and
only have me say 'You two go to the
zoo, I'll meet you after I get some sleep
and catch up on my homework..."
I haven't been as close to them as I
would have liked over the past two years;
distance, you know. The past couple of
weeks, however, I've felt a little closer
because I've been working on a family
history project for a class. Mom wrote
mc 60 pages on scratch paper about her
life. And I was startled, because I hadn't
realized there were 60 pages about her.
So I read them, and I think now that she
deserves about 600 more.
In an age when I'm worried about my
student loan repayments, it makes me
both proud and a little humble to realize
that Mom couldn't go to college her first
year out of high school hecanse of the
1957 recession. She finally hit Purdue
thanks to an aunt, who paid tuition and
books on stipulation that she keep house

for her cousins.
And when I catch mv' if ihinking that
leaving college before compifting a
degree is the end of the world, 1(10 well
to remember that Mom married my
father four months after she met him and
helped him eventually cornplote his
degree in 1966. She doesn't have a B.A.,
but she is one of the funniest, wittiest,
most intelligent and open .minderj people
I've had the honor to kn"w, And she and
Daddy will be eelebranog thcr 27th
anniversary on May 31.
They're not rich. They're not famous.
But they're tolerant and supportive, and
despite their difficult educational backgrounds they raised me in an atmosphere
where I never assumed anything but that
I would go to college. And as a result,
my sister is a doctoral student and I'm
hoping to attend grad school.
My parents are staying home this
weekend, and I'm doing my homework.
But I'm profoundly grateful for them,
because if they weren't so supportive I
wouldn't be here. Corny, yes, but true.
And the best thing is, I know they
won't actually kill mc about the phone
bill.
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By Kent Pearson
"Hi, mom. Where are you?"
"Tacoma? I didn't expect you until noon."
"Dad's here too? Doesn't he have to work today? He didn't get the day off just
to ... Oh, he did."
"You want to do what? Visit class? Well... I wasn't planning on going to my
nine o'clock today."
"Yea, yea, I know; every hour of class is worth a million dollars."
"OK, I'll meet you in Jones Hall in a half an hour. I hope you like lectures on
existentialism vs. fundamental Christianity."
"When are you going home?"
"Sunday? What are we going to do until then?"

is

S

Weekend warning

Parents on
Don't let this happen to you. Patents' weekend is full of possibilities; you need
only plan ahead. Your parents have been invited to attend class with you on
Friday, and they've probably been informed of this by mail. So be prepared. Set
your alarm and get ready for that 8 or 9 o'clock class.
From 11:30 to 1:00 Showcase presents Michael Power's and his jazz quartet,
recently featured on the KEZX album project.
For those with athletic parents, or who simply want a Friday afternoon
workout, the first annual Parents' Weekend Fun Run takes place at 3:15. The
starting line has not yet been announced, but chances are it's somewhere on
campus.
Beyond these events, the whole day is yours. You'll have plenty of time to take
your parents for a drive around scenic North Tacoma, Gig Harbor, or South
Tacoma Way. If you are a fast talker, you can probably convince the folks to skip
dinner at the SUB to eat at one of the Ruston Way establishments.
If your parents' car is dirty, take it to the Mortar Board car wash from 2:00 to
6:00 p.m. at the corner of 26th and Proctor.
From 6:00 to 8:00 p.m., there will be a reception at Kittredge Art Gallery t
mark the opening of the Senior Art Show. Along with the art of six seniors, the
reception will feature fudge and strawberries. Six senior art majors will present
work in a variety of mediums, including watercolor, embossing, pottery,
sculpture, and silk screen.
According to one of the featured artists, Bret Bemer, "we're trying to show a
cross section of what we've done over the past three years." One memorable work
is a sculpture by David Inglis entitled "Open casket funeral for Buddy Holly." The
work, combining metal, paper mache and horn rim glasses, features a ceramic
plane on the gyrating "roto-egg."
If you leave the reception earlier enough, you can make The Grand Finale, at
the Pantages theater. It is the first time a concert in the Pantages has corresponded
with Parent's Weekend. The concert features the University Symphony Orchestra,
Adeiphian Concert Choir, and the University Chorale together under the direction
of James Sorenson and world renowned conductor Margaret Hihis. This exlravanza
will feature winners of the concert aria contest, Danna Immel, flute, performing
Mozart's First Movement of the D major flute concerto, and Philip Cutlip, bass,
performing three Arias: Handel's Messiah, Thus saith the Lord, Aria Manon,
Opera Masseret, and an Aria from Mozart's Marriage of Figaro.
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The second part of the concert features Hadyn's Lord Nelson Mass, conducted by
Hillis. The symphony features student soloists Karmel Waligren, Jenny Siegle,
Robert McPherson, and Kurt Graupensperger. Tickets are $6 for general
admission, and $4 for students.
If you would rather stay on campus, the UPS Drama department is premiering
two innovative 20th Century one-act plays in the Inside Theater. Seniors are
staffing and producing Overtones directed by Heidi Miller and The Private Ear
directed by Don Davis. The Friday night performance should be packed, so call
756-3329 to reserve tickets ahead of time.
If art, drama, and symphony do not appeal to your parents, perhaps they would
enjoy a true UPS experience; the campus flick. This week's film, Nothing in
Common, stars Jackie Gleason and Tom Hanks as father and son. Show times
are 6:00, 8:00, and 11:00 p.m. in McIntyre 006.
Instead of slowing down, Saturday takes over where Friday left off. For you
early risers (you're bound to be getting up earlier with the folks around) SPURS is
providing coffee in donuts in the SUB. All day long you will be able to sign up
for the luau and Hui o Hawaii's "Visions of Aloha", buy tickets for the
scholarship quilt raffle, and sign up for the bus to Pt. Defiance zoo.
Although there is no room for visitors to attend, Phi Beta Kappa will be
initiating its second class in the Shelmidine Room in the Library at 10:00 a.m. A
brunch will directly follow the ceremony, but if you don't have a ticket, forget it.
From 12:00 to 3:00 the University will run a shuttle service to Pt. Defiance if
there is enough demand. There you have the choice of visiting the zoo, strolling
through the forests and gardens, visiting Never Never Land or revving your engine
with Tacoma's best. If it's raining, you may opt to circle the five mile drive and
warm up with a cup of tea at the Antique Sandwich Company in Ruston.

Phi Beta Kappa initiates new members
Phi Beta Kappa will initiate its second group of smart seniors Saturday at 10:00
a.m. in the Shelmidine Room. A brunch will follow the ceremony for new
members and their guests. Newly elected members include:
Victoria Arthur, Ann Bret Harte, Steven Buratto, Elizabeth Cousens, Monica
DeRaspe-Bolles, Lisa DiLoreto, Heike Driggers, Stephen Edwards, Michelle Egan,
David Goldfarb, Troy Gordon, David Hafermann, David Haynes, Andrew Hinck,
Marion Johnson, Andreas Kriefail, Dma Macs, Mark Nelson, Belle Nichioka,
Diana Norton, Jacqueline ORourke, Timothy Roberts, James Roos, Rebecca
Rudolph, Sue Schindele, Camille Schwartz, David Snook, Scott Stevens, and
Mikel Williamson.

remises
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During the afternoon, Hui-o-Hawaii will sponsor their annual Island Bazaar on
the first floor of the SUB. At the bazaar you can purchase Hawaiian flowers, art
and crafts, and, of course, pineapples.
There are a number of activities you may want to take in Saturday afternoon
depending on who you know. Phi Kappa Phi, the Psychology Department's honor
society, will hold its awards ceremony in Kilworth Chapel. Hui-o-Hawaii will
once again be roasting a pig in an IMU (natural underground oven) deep within
Todd Quad. And at 3:00, you are invited to help honor honorable students at the
annual Honor's Convocation in Kilworth Chapel.
If you are not worn out by the day's activities, you and your parents are invited
to a reception at the home of Phil and Gwen Phibbs. Don't linger too long or
you'll be late for the main event of the weekend, the Hawaiian luau. You must
preregister both yourself and your parents for the authentic Hawaiian dinner served
between 4:00 to 6:30 p.m. The Hawaiian Luau show, "Visions of Hawaiian,"
starts at 7:30 in the Fieldhouse, and spot lights 40 club members performing a
number of traditional Polynesian, Tahitian, and Samoan dances.
You've been to a luau before, you say? You still have the option of attending
the 2918 Off-Broadway Series at 8:00 p.m. or Nothing in Common at 6:00, 8:30
or 11:00.
Believe it or not, there's stuff planned for Sunday as well. From 9:00 to 12:00
(yes, once again you must get up before noon) Parent's Brunch is served in the
SUB. Following brunch is Carnival on the Lawn, a veritable smorgasboard of
jugglers, painters, potters, performers, and, of course, food. Feel free to stroll
through the grounds, but beware, you may be asked to join in.
Just when you thought it was safe to leave campus, there is one more activity
planned for Sunday night. Mime Jay Miller will perform at 8:00 in Jacobsen
Recital Hall. Miller's act combines mime with storytelling, poetry, and dance.
Admission is $5 for non-students $3 for students, faculty, and staff.
Following Miller's act, you are free to go home and study. Of course, you
probably won't have much to do. Rumor has it that due to the many activities
planned for this weekend, President Phibbs has informed professors to avoid
assigning homework.
Don't be discouraged if your parents don't wake you at 8:00 Friday morning,
you can still enjoy Parent's Weekend. "Get involved, go out and see these things
even if parents aren't coming," said Kay Lynn Russell-Grant, organizer of this
year's Paint's Weekend. "It's a weekend for everybody."

reweil gesture
By Amy Driskell

Mimes? Ack! Don't he frightened off.
Jay Miller appeals to cvcn the most
hardened mime-haters. lIes eliFt'ercnt. His
act is more solo performancc art. which
combines vcrbal and physical theatre,
according to a L.A. Times article, (Feb.
I, 1'8ó).
\lilIer studied tinder a number of
nhin1s, including T1arccl l\larceau, who
Is the 'ackrovlcdgcd master of 20th
century minhe., " according to the lime
article. He has also studied acting. dmnc.
ja;'/ dance, ballet, and 1 ai Chi ('huan, all
of which he incoporates into his act.
Nhllers mime is not entirely silent,
he includes music, poetr voice-overs
and verbali,ations to flesh out his
sketches.
"1 use the ('ir'ek and Ruinan tradjtons,
(ilLfWdi1 deii'art
But I also USC silent
1ilm-typc minle, like Charlie Chaplin
and Buster Kejton, Polish classical
itechniqueSj and daic, so [my
performancc] IS more than just mime.
I'm using physical comedy,' said Miller
in the ilrncs article.
Miller's mime is far from the ordinary
srtee corner, white-lced gesiiculator. lie.
,

(

....

calls himself a stail-up comedian."
If you've alays thnuzht nime was
dull stuff, come try Ja' lVliller's
innovative brand.
Miller will perform Sunday, April 26
as part of F'arent's Weekend. The
performance is scheduled for 8pm in the
Jacobsen Recital Hall. Tickets are S3 for
the UPS conimunil.y and $5 general
admission.
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Bugs edges out Fred
By Lorraine Woolen
Man does not live by bread alone--and at U.W. this is
especially true. Currently. U.W. students can purchase condoms v ith
their mtal cards. The link between AIDS and thud has not vet been
established.

) > > )> > >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> >> > > >> >> >> > >
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It seems McCarthy is back in full force--A military father
recently talked about his two-year-old daughters experience with her
easter basket. "Yeah, I just dont know whats 'rong with her. She
didn't like any of the candy. Maybe shies a Coinm'lnist or
something." I bet those Marine guards in Russia don't like candy,
either.

> >>>> > > >> >)>> ) * >,,. >> >> > > )

)>>

> > >> >>>> > >> > * * * *> * >> >> * ** * >> * > *

Now UPS is uptight--hut in college 101, a hook designed to
answer questions about college life, discusses the liberties some
universities give students. "Often students regard open visitation
(allowing men to see you at any hour in your dorm) as an invasion of
their privacy." 11mm, sounds like Catholic girls school me.
* >* * > * ' * * * ** ) *>> >> >>> * * ** * * ,> *

> >> * *>> >>* >* * W>> >>*>> >> **

Coors is the one--to sponsor "Dry Rush for greeks on the
Purdue 1Jniverity carnpus--nhough this logic escapes me.
>>>>*>> > * >> >> >> * >> >> >> >> >> >>*>> >>>>>>* >> >> >> >>>> * *>>>>>) >> >>>> *)) *,> o >>,>>>>>>>>>>>

Senate
continued from page 2
designated in the future.
Swartwood also said that the
committee's faculty representative, Jim
Clifford of the Physics Department, was
considering resignation.
"He objects to the lack of power the
board seems to have," Swartwood
explained.
Senator Shelby Wright of Governance
committee said that her group had been
working on "having it written into the
constitution that senators will give a
project proposal to the chair."
Wright said that this move would be
"some way of holding senators
responsible for a project."
In addition, Governance is addressing
the issues of having two ASUPS Vice
Presidents and whether or not a
Presidential veto can be overridden by a
two-thirds vote.
Under project reports, Senator Lynn
Hendricks said that she and other student
leaders are "really really extensively
looking at RHA" and considering
restructuring the organization.
"It's not just something that's dying
along the way," she emphasized.
Chairman Mike Korch said that one of
his projects from last semester, the ad
hoc committee to evaluate the Common
Freshman Experience, had completed its
report.
"It's a nice document," Korch said.

EY worn
Wanna be the CELLAR'S
Gen. MGR or Ass't MGR?
sign up at ASUPS office
by next Tuesday..

Campus research done by CTA 202's
WWooPS project (a communications
group) has determined that Bugs Bunny
is the favorite cartoon character on
campus.
Of the 200 students polled, our witty,
carrot-loving, buck-toothed friend
received 62 votes. Distant followers were
the Jetson's with 22 votes, Scooby Doo
with 13, Speed Racer got 12 votes, and
both the Pink Panther and the Flinstones
received 10. A total of 32 different
cartoon characters were named in the
poll, from StarBlazers to Foghorn
Leghorn to Johnny Quest.
When polled students were asked why
they chose a member of the lagomorph
family (Bugs), the answers were, at the
least, creative.
Karl Sides, Sigma Chi Rush
Chaiman, said he likes Bugs because
"he's not a dumb bunny. Bugs is a rabbit
for the world." After reflecting a moment
Sides added, "He's a stud."
Steve Bovingdon said he like Bugs
because "he's not a dumb macho brute
like He-Man." Thinking along those
same lines, Terrell Cotterell said that
"Bugs is an up-standing, law abiding
citizen lick Batman. No matter how hard
they try, he can't be killed."
A lone polled dissenter said she
dislikes Bugs because he annoys her. It
was suggested that this unidentified

sorority member didn't think that "Bugs
would fit in too well at a Kappa dance."
Overall, though, most everybody likes
Bugs. Summing up most of the
responses Andrew Franz said that "Bugs
is always right and he knows it."
This great enthusiasm in Bugs has
prompted the WWooPS project and
Student Programs to present Bugs Bunny
and Friends at teh midnight movies.
Well, almost midnight.
The Bug Bunny and Friends Cartoon
Festival will begin at 11pm on Saturday,
April 25th in McIntyre 006. Admission
is $1 with student ID and $2 without.
Playing along with Bugs in short films
of their own will be Elmer Fudd, the
Road Runner, Sylvester and Tweety,
Speedy Gonzales, and Pepe le Pew. Bugs
fans all over campus are going to love
this Bugs Pest!
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H hilarious night including Northwest comedians
ROD LONG
GEOFF YOUNG
MARY SCHICKING-YOUNG
M. J. McGALLIARD
M. C. Gary Larson
THURSDIIY RPRIL. 30, 1987 8:00PM SUB
Tickets: 3$ students, 8$ general public
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schools UW and OSU.
Senior Sharon Crowson exhibited her
on-court prowess at the #1 singles
position by crushing Kim Dickson 6-1,
6-2. Leilani Magee, a freshmen from
Hawaii, displayed fine form at #2 singles
On the men's side, Tracy Daugherty
with a 6-0, 6-1 victory. Both players
shone through with firsts in the 200
extended their records to 14-1 on the
meters and the 400 meters.
year.
Other winners were Kevin Mapes in the
The men's team, nonethels, is
triple jump and Ray Phinney in the
compiling one of its best records in
hammer throw. The men's team fell to
recent years. Always shadowed by the
women's success and recognition, it is
George Fox 89-59.
finally establishing itself and gaining
The scene is set for the J.D
I)
confidence
under new head coach Bill
Shotwell Invitational this
.2
Thomas.
Last
Sunday, the men upped
Saturday at Baker Stadium.
their
season
record
to 10-6 by downing
A total of fourteen teams will
Eastern Washington University 5-4 and
visit UPS in the only home
pummeling Gonzaga 8-1.
meet of the season for the
Following the Spring Break layoff, the
Loggers. Events get underway
Freshmam Leilani Ma gee, the UPS
men
have gone 7-3. The experience of
at 10 am and will be concluded women's #2 singles, practices in the sun
seniors
Dave Haas, Jim Fredricks, and
at 5:30 pm.
for the UPS Invitational this weekend.
uarrett
ock
M
have given the team needed
Both the men's and women's
aid
in
tough
situations, only to be
teams have qualified five
buttressed
by
the
strong play of freshman
member for the district
Art
North
and
sophomores
Jay Clark,
championships with only two meets left
Mike
Dega,
and
Matt
Grant.
on the schedule. Spectators will likely
Against Eastern, North and Haas teamed
up at #2 doubles to secure the match
see TRACK page 12
with a 7-5, 6-4 win. The afternoon
match against Gonzaga was a bit more
By Jay Clark
relaxing. Haas, North ,Clark, Dega, and
Grant all scored straight-set victories in
This past weekend, the UPS nettei
recorded dual victories at home. Th te singles while each of the three doubles
women's team continued its leagu e teams followed suit.
With only two weeks remaining before
generally superior caliber," commented dominance and asp iring drive toward a
Coach Gordy Pfeifer. second trip to the NAIA nationa 1 districts the women have two matches
left and the men one. In the meantime
"It was a different ty pe of tournament tou rnament by demoralizing Gonzaga L
swing by the Tennis Pavillion or
oosted
their
record
ti
D
then we'd played before. There were 9-0. The win b
outdoor courts and support an event
eight NCAA Division i teams--teams 13-2 for the year, the only two losse
where love m eans nothing.
j
from the Pac-lO schools," he explained, coming against NCAA Division

Track set for
J.D. Shotwell

By Rob Huff

The Logger track team was faced with
rain, wind, and hail in Oregon, last
weekend as they visited the campus of
George Fox College for a dual meet.
Despite the weather, there were
once again standout efforts.
The women's team chalked
up a 89-23 team victory
over George Fox, led by
the triple winning of Mary
Kusler. Kusler took the high
jump, the 100 meter hurdles,
and the 400meter hurdles.
Meanwhile, Amy O'Herin had
another good outing winning
the shot put and the discus.
Another double winner was
Patricia Whitaker with firsts in the long
jump and the 100 meters.
Overall the Logger women tallied eleven
first place finishes.

Golf

.

-

Tennis
demoralize

Snow fouls Ri ppling
By Melisse Swartwood

The weather s truck again when the
golf team went to the Rippling River
Intercollegiate Tou rnament last week and
the event was snow ed out.
The first day of the compe tition was
rainy and cold, and it snowed that
evening. The next day the conditions
rendered golf impossible. They tried to
conduct the second round, since many
teams had travelled from as far as
California and Arizona, but the snow and
sleet halted the tournament.
The final results were based on the
first round standings.
"Personally we didn't do ve ry well.
The other teams had players of a

For Help in
Pregnancy
Call PregnancyAid
383-4100
022 North 26th St.

.
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"It was heavier competition, though we
did compete in our own division."
Said Pfeifer, "Our biggest problem is
still that there are some good players on
the roster who, because of conflicts,
haven't been able to get out."
Today begins the Fircrest Invitational,
hosted by UPS. Eight schools are
expected to compete.
"Hopefully we'll benefit from the
home-course advantage. And hopefully
the weather will be good, that's half the
battle," said Pfeifer.
"But my number two player, Matt
Cowen, won't be able to play. It's the
same situation," he said. "We can't seem
to field all the best players at the same
time."
"There have been during tic season
some brigl't spots of individual
improvement, though," said Pfeifer.

CUlTS, CLRWS,CURLS, COLORS

(OffProctor)
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At last. That original Cola taste and zes
that was loved by millions is back. All
in an outrageous new Cola that gives
you what 'he others wont. All the
sugar and twice the cafteine of
leading colas.
Delightful, Delicious And daring
Detinitely for those who dare to
want it all.
So give yourself a Jolt. Discover
the relreshing taste that's taking
oft everywhere. Jolt Cola The
uncompromising Cola for those who
dare to want more in life,
Available in individual 12 ounce cans
and exciting 6 Jolt, power priced pack,
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Sports in Brief
Track team to host Eighth Annual .I.Q. Shotwell Invitational:
This Saturday, April 25, will be the only home track meet for UPS. Both the
running events and field events start at 10 am with the 5,000 meter walk and the
men's hammer throw. There will be over 12 teams present and should provide
tough competition for the Loggers. Coach Joe Peyton said that the team,
"Looks forward to a good meet, hope the sun is shining. We have some
outstanding performance from UPS to watch."
Women's tennis team remains strong in league play: The UPS
tennis team has a 9-0 record in league play and a 13-2 record overall. These are
good stats as the team is preparing for Districts where they plan to defend their
tilde. Over the past weekend the Loggers defeated Gonzaga 9-0, but dropped a 6-3
decision to the Ducks of the University of Oregon.
Snow interferes with golf action: This past weekend while the UPS
golf team was down in Oregon for the Rippling River Invitational the weather
got in the way. While Fridays action took place, Saturdays action was cancelled
due to the snow. In the play on Friday UPS played 27 holes with a tally of 506
points. Greg Gerson took the Loggers lead with a 116 tally. This weekend the
UPS Invitational will take place Thursday and Friday at the Fircrest Golf Course.
Action Thursday begins at 1 pm and Friday at 8:30 am.
Baseball team to take on PLU at Cheney Stadium: This past week
UPS baseball action was put on hold as the rain cancelled doubleheader action
against Central Washington. Action this week will keep the Loggers busy. If
all goes well with the weather 6 games should take place before the weekend is
out. Highlight action will take place Friday at Cheney Stadium against PLU.
Coach Brad Cheney says the team will throw their best pitches.

see strong efforts by all UPS team
members.
The women's team has already qualified
one member for the national
championships, Patricia Perry. Mary
Kusler is one-tenth of a second away
from qualifying in the 400 meter hurdles.
That event will be held at 3:25 pm.
Admission to the meet is free and
quality competition promises to make
this one of the best meets of the season.

Directions to the Meyer Cup, held on
American Lake, are as follow:
Take 1-5 south to the Camp
Murray/Madigan Hospital exit (DO NOT
take the American Lake exit). Turn right
and drive over the train tracks. Make a
quick left into Camp Murray!
Washington National Guard. Take a
quick right on Washington Lane and
follow this road through to the gravel
road and on into the clearing where you
can park. The boathouse is down the
hill on the lake.

ACTIVIST Summer jobs
Start a career in social change. Work at the grassroots to
fight unfair health care costs. Washington Fair Share is
winning legislative campaigns and developing a staff for
the 88 elections. We train in grassroots fundraising,
organizing, and leadership. $195-250 per week plus
benifits, excellent training and national travel opportunites.
Part-time also available.
CALL 329-4130 Seattle
272-1127 Tacoma
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Softball in need of league Dlav So far in the '87 season the Loggers
have had six games rained out. To be elegible for post season play, NAIA
Districts, the team must have 15 games behind them. So far this season the
Loggers have been able to play six games. This weekend the team will travel to
Western Oregon and Pacific University for a total of three games. Once the team
over comes the obstacle of the weather, the next obstacle to over come before
post season play begins is the 4-2 season record.
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at 6th & Division

This week in UPS sDorts
Thur:
Thur-Fri:
Fri:
Fri-Sat:
Sat:

Sun:
Mon:

BASEBALL VS. OLYMPIC C.C.
GOLF-UPS INVITATIONAL
BASEBALL VS. PLU
WOMEN'S TENNIS-UPS INVITATIONAL
TRACK-J.D. SHOTWELL INVITATIONAL
BASEBALL VS. EASTERN OREGON
CREW-MEYER CUP
Softball vs. Eastern Oregon
BASEBALL VS. EASTERN OREGON
Softball vs. Pacific University
Women's tennis vs. PLU

Home
Fircrest
Cheney
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

1 pm
1 pm
4 pm
9 am
10 am
1 pm
9 am
10 am
12 pm
1 pm
3 pm

Bu'y 8

Pieces
of
Chicken,
(8-PC. PACK)
Get 8 Pieces of Chicken

I
I
I
I

FREE

FISHING SEASON OPENS

DELIVERY AREA
30tH

I
I

NORTH

Convenient
Drive-Thru Window

-

HOURS:
10:30 A.M.- 11 P.M.
Monday - Saturday
1 10 RM. Sunday

You must come to the store
for this offer

at 6th & Division

EXPIRES 4/30/87 CASH VALUE 1120

I

EXPIRES 4/30/871

Immin VALUABLE COUPON 10000100
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Duke Philosophy
By John Shepherd

In his third year of rowing, Duke Chadsey (on the right) helps the UPS crew team
glide across American Lake.

U
.

A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus
luesday, April 28th at 11am
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
• You may qualify for this intensive 14 week,
post-graduate course, which enables you
to put your education to work as a skilled
member of the legal team.

Please contact your Career
Development Center at 756-3250
for more informaton.
For Free Brochure, Contact,

t

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Serra Hall
Program San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 260-4579

J1) Lawyers Assistant

The University of San Diego does not discriminate on the basis of
race, sex, color, religion, age, national origin, ancestry, or handicap
in its policies and programs.
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Expires 5/28/87
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Every weekday between 3 pm and 6 pm
members of the men's heavyweight
varsity crew team are at American Lake
training for upcoming races.
In a recent workout the varsity 8 boat
rowed full power for an hour and a half,
covering sixteen miles: no small
achievement considering similar
workouts occur five days a week.
Among these dedicated souls is Duke
Chadsey, a third year rower and a leader
of the team.
An outstanding rower, Chadsey finds
satisfaction in the physical demands of
crew which others might find torturous:
"I've experienced that you can push
yourself to the limit and find out you can
go even farther."
Indeed, crew is a mysterious sport.
While there is the individual element of
pushing oneself, it is a sport that
requires near-perfect team work in order
to succeed.
Duke is very philosophical about
successive rowing: "Crew is about
focusing your mind and muscles on one
smooth flawless motion, transfering
your energy through your body to your
oars and then repeating. It takes extreme
concentration."
According to teammate Amy Shrock,
Duke has developed his ability to transfer
his energy in the past year. "Duke has
improved a lot and his rowing style has
changed for the better--much due to the
new assistant coach, Peter Neihman."
Duke is also quick to credit the new
coach's influence on him. "Peter
Neihmen is an excellent coach with the
ultimate attitude. He makes you want to
work to improve yourself." Chadsey
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Film Developing •
Holiday Spe C- lal I
Free 2nd set of prints to share when you
have your color print film developed and
printed in our standard prints or big '$"
hi-gloss Pro Prints
6th and Proctor James Center
752-3536

I
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564-1000

Thunderbird Ct. 104 and Canyon
582-6525
\
922-1841
Ask About Our Student Di5'colmt
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added, "Hopefully, he will be asked to
return to coach year."
The big test for Duke and the varsity 8
is upcoming this weekend. This
Saturday, at 9 am, the oldest dual cup
race on the west coast, the Meyer Cup,
will be held at American Lake, featuring
rivals PLU and UPS.
Despite last weekend's narrow defeat to
FLU and PLU's domination of the cup
over the past three years, Duke claims
UPS has a good shot at returning the
cup to our school: "It's whoever wants it
more. Last weekend doesn't count in this
race. We have the desire to win."
Looking to the future, Duke sees a lot
of potential. "There's a mixture of
younger people on the boat who have
proved to be very mature rowers. Next
year looks very promising."
However, Duke's thoughts are not on
next year but next weekend.
School pride is on the line here and the
rowers, who are strong in tradition, take
this particular race very seriously.
Although crew is not in the limelight
of athletics, Duke would like to see more
student support, especially at the big
race, claiming,"We'd rather not bring the
cup home by ourselves."
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RACOUETBALL TOURNEY:
Starting at 10 am on Saturday, April
25, there will be a Racquetball
tournament. Sign-up by April 23 in the
IM office. There will only be singles
competition for men's and women's A
and B division.
MONEY AND T-SHIRTS:
All winners of Intramural t-shirts need
to pick up their prizes by May 14 at the
IM office.
Any forfeit money remaining will be
distributed during May 4-7 from 9 am noon and 1 - 5 pm. As well May 11-14
at the same times as above. If the
deposit is not picked up by May 14 it is
NON-REFUNDABLE.
Softball Dlayoffs-May 4:
The top two women's teams will
playoff at 1 pm on Todd field.
The top two co-ed teams from each of
the divisions will play a single
elimination tournament on Todd field
starting at 2 pm going until 5 pm.
The top four men's team from each
division will play a single elimination
tourney on the IM field starting at noon
until 7 pm.
If you have any questions a schedule is
posted outside the IM office upstairs in
the UPS fieldhouse.
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Journalists, but human
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Staff Editorial
Journalistic ethics have long been debated. Censure of the press is always a
possibility. The Trail is no different. We feel that we are trying to report accurately
and non-judgmentally the news. We do not try to perpetrate rumors, or create scandal.
We merely try to make an accurate reporting of events as they happen. If we do not
live up to our own standards we have no business claiming standards. There are those
who would and have questioned our standards. We respect their opinions, and often
print them. However, we stand by our news reporting, and trust our reporters to report
the news accurately and non-judgmentally. If we have not lived up to our philosophy
don't gripe behind our backs, tell us. We are human, and learn by our own mistakes.

Divestment won't solve
issue in South Africa
By R. Dexter Van Zile
Action is consolatory. It is the enemy of thought and the friend of flattering
-Joseph Conrad
illusions.

If the university were to sell its stock of companies doing business in South Africa
it would give UPS Divest and other proponents of divestment more reason to invest
in the flattering illusion that the real world is as much of a playground as UPS is for
them. While divestment would alter mildly the landscape of Puget Sound, it would in
no way alter the political reality of South Africa.
The idea that one can alter a company's behavior by selling stock is fictitious.
While we all live and act on our own little fictions, some fictions are worse than
others; this one is terrible. If a disgruntled stockholder really wanted to alter a
company's behavior the last thing he would do is to sell his stock. Selling stock is
the first thing a board of directors would hope of disgruntled stockholders because they
are no longer in any position to argue the issue. Stockholders have the capacity to
fight proxy wars and at least make it difficult for the board of directors to continue on
in their present course of action. Selling the stock just makes it easier for everyone
involved.
When I asked the proponents of divestment why they did not choose to convince
the university to vote the stock they said it would be too difficult and time consuming
to wage a proxy war. The irony of this statement appalls me. The amount of effort
UPS Divest has put into convincing the board of Trustees to divest has been
enormous. One must ask why they are so willing to confront the board of trustees at
the womb of Puget Sound but are not willing to confront the board of directors of a
large corporation.
They also said that they were unaware of any point in history when a proxy war
actually changed the social behavior of the company. Well, I am equally unaware of
when the behavior of a company was changed by someone selling their stock. While
UPS Divest is probably heartened by the departure of several companies from South
Africa, the reality is the companies left because they weren't making any money. And
the reasons they weren't making any money are indigenous to South Africa and have
nothing to do with those who would have us believe we can change the world without
leaving college campuses.
They also stated that the majority of the shares are owned by the entrenched
businessmen who would be able and willing to squelch any shareholder drives. It is
probably true that the leaders of corporate America are too heavily entrenched to be
seriously challenged by a proxy war, but a proxy war would make it much more
difficult for them to carry on their present course of action than divestment would. If
corporate leadership is part of the problem, corporate leadership should be challenged,
not the Trustees. The Trustees are about as far away from the problem as one can get.
So are the proponents of divestment.
The proponents of divestment have never really contended with another important
issue. What happens when someone else buys the stock? The people who buy the
stock, by definition, either don't care or agree with the companies' presence in South
Africa. If we own the stock of a company whose practices we don't like we might as
well make it difficult for them to carry on in the manner that angers us. And as [said
earlier, selling the stock just makes it easier for everyone involved.
In the face of all these reservations, people state that university divestment is a
good statement of moral outrage and has a beneficial cathartic effect. I have also heard
that if we divest the way we look at ourselves and the way we are perceived by those
around us would change. At least we will be separated by what is happening in South
Africa.
But I posit that a cathartic separation from the insitutional violence in South Africa
is impossible, but more importantly it is undesireable even if it were possible. We
have seen those students who have been deluded into thinking they have done their bit
for South Africa and go onto protest the presence of CIA recruiters on campuses
across the nation. The focus is no longer on South Africa. Whether or not one's
school has divested has become an issue of fashion and not of politics.
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Spend $11.99 on alcohol.
Allocate $2.00 for condoms. If hard-up, 980 for water balloons will
allow you to get by.
900 for fires on the beach.
100 for breath-freshening gum-balls.
Avoid room costs by sharing beds with strangers.
Go to local evangelical church on Sunday, pronounce yourself born
again, and bathe for free.
Wear clean underwear in case of an accident.
GET YOUR LAZY ASSES OUT OF BED AND ENTER OUR CONTEST
DEADLINE IS TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 6:00PM.

-- - -- - - ---- - - - - -- --- - - - --- --- - - - - _"_, - --- -- - --- -

Yes, people do look at us differently because we haven't divested, but I thought the
issue was South Africa and not UPS.
Now that we've grappled with the issue of university divestment we should
examine the role American companies play in South Africa.
The presence of American companies in South Africa has often been hailed as a
civilizing influence on the sociology of South Africa by opponents of divestment. I
will not argue that the American companies have made that much of a difference in
the lives of their employees because the evidence clearly states that American
companies behave in about the same manner as the white South African business
community, regardless of the Sullivan Principles. But the departure of American

see DIVESTMENT page 15
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Tanning beds can leave you'bumed
By Rachel Clark
Summer is beckoning, telling us it will be here soon with infinite rays of luscious,
skin-tantalizing sun. Some of us, however are a tad over-anxious for those rays.
You know who you are. You fear sunburn. You fear wearing a tank top or
sundress with your pale-white skin. You are members of tanning salons.
Just don't claim that those tanning beds are going to be all that better for you than
the all-natural sun. In fact, studies show that salons have their own evils which many
people don't realize.
A couple of facts should set the story straight. There are two types of ultraviolet
rays; UV-A and UV-B. Either can cause the skin to tan. Tanning salons use UV-A
rays, which consist of longer waves than UV-B rays, and penetrate deeper into the
skin. UV-B rays are likelier to cause sunburn.
Despite their pure-tan effects, UV-A rays are proving to have a lot of negative
drawbacks. They tend to prematurely age the skin, causing wrinkles and leathery skin.
(This may not be noticeable now, but who can say ten years down the road ...
UV-A rays can also damage the cornea and lens of the eyes.
In a study conducted by the FDA last spring, UV-A rays caused mutations in
animal cells grown in the laboratory. Scientists consider such substances to increase
the risk of cancer.
)

Divestment
continued from page 14
companies has a negative short term effect and in the long run has no effect at all.
But if companies that choose to leave were to sell their holdings to Black South
Africans instead of the present policy of selling them to whites the blacks would be in
greater possesion of their own destiny. As it is now, companies that do leave sell to
South African whites who make little or no change in the structure of the company
because the company's present policy is not all that progressive anyhow. I make no
predictions of what would happen if blacks owned the companies but I do think this is
a better arrangement than handing the holdings over to whites.
-
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At this time I would like to respond to Brent Grisim's proposal to invade South
Africa. I do this reluctantly because I really don't want to add any legitimacy to his
jingoism by acknowledging its e;ti3tence. If Brent really is a member of a generation

Letters to th e editor
Big Brother
smells breath
Gee, even my own mother doesn't
smell my breath when I come in at
night. New enforcement of the alcohol
policy-- Big Brother is watching you.
Bryan Vincent

Fieldhouse
needs to reset
priorities
Recently, the Trail ran an article
which spoke of the conflicts surrounding
the scheduling of the fieldhouse and
student events. In particular, it pointed
out that the fleidhouse is booked for
Spring Weekend and as a result, students
are forced to move their biggest weekend
from campus at the expense of ASUPS.
The reason for the conflict in scheduling
was a result of the UPS Women's
League Flea Market which is to be held
May 2 in the fleidhouse.
As Spring Weekend Chairman, I must
point out that the distress felt by myself
and other members of the special events
committee, due to the scheduling

One final plus for UV-B rays is an inherent warning signal. When a person has had
enough sun, the skin will burn. A person could stay under a tanning bed for a long
time soaking up artificial UV-A rays and never be alerted by his body that it had been
too long.
Dr. John Knox, clinical professor of dermatology at Baylor College of Medicine in
Houston) says that tanning artificially "can only intensify damage you'd normally get
from living outdoors."
John Epstein, clinical professor of dermatology at University of California, at San
Francisco believes that long term UV-A exposure may be just as harmful as short
term UV-B exposure.
To many people, though, it's not the harmful effects of tanning beds that are a
turn-off; it's the principle of the matter. A tan has always been a sign of a person who
has traveled, or who really enjoys the sun.
Now, a tan can be produced for anyone. It has been reduced, in some respects, to a
sign of equipment-created effects, assumed to be attractive. It's still a tan, yes, but
anybody can do it that way!
For those of you who are hooked on salons, despite what the facts say, here is a
word of advice; pay attention to the warnings. Use protective goggles. Don't stay
under too long. And cut your visits short. Too many artificial rays only speed up the
aging process and waste your money.
that has been tempered by war and willing to bear any burden, to right any wrong and
liberate any oppressed, he can go off himself and join any number of militant groups
in South Africa. While Brent seems to have the same attitude as the pre-WWI
superpatriots, I wonder whether he will actually go into the trenches the way they did.
He might find that he is considered as much a part of a problem as the American
troops in Vietnam were.
He may find himself dead.
One might ask whether Brent would have us believe what Wilfred Owen called the
"old lie": Dulce et decorwn est pro patria mon. (Sweet and wonderful it is to die for
one's country.)
What Brent's argument made most obvious is that free will is most apparent in the
medium which I am now using. We can talk endlessly, we can speculate, wecan
intellectualize, and we can look good. Some may argue I have done more of all these
things than practically anyone else on campus.
But I never said we should kill anyone.

conflict, was not intended to belittle the priority. Student programs such as opinions and accept that diffe rent views
Women's League in any fashion Robin Williams, Maynard Ferguson, exist?? I and several others ar e glad that
whatsoever. The Women's league has James Watt, etc. should be given man has begun to evolve past
secondary priority, and the public should bookburning and censorship; a college
graciously and unselfishly served the
have access thereafter. An established newspaper is a small start, but the Trail
University since 1900. Their contricriteria for reserving the fieldhouse which is not alone.
butions have included: the establishment
places traditional student events such as
of three endowment scholarships, a
There was an ad for an adult bookstore
Homecoming, Parent's Weekend and
$5000 donation to furnish the music
in the Trail. After reading it I did not feel
Spring Weekend very high on the list is
lounge, a $25,000 donation for the
inclined to go buy a pornographic
tennis pavilion construction and a a necessity. In the future, there should
magazine. But I did know they are there.
never be a conflict between the student's
$10.000 donation to help fund the
And I know that some people enjoy that
Thompson Hall construction. This year, use of the fieldhouse and Spring
form of literature. I don't necessarily
Weekend. By establishing a cooperative condone it, but shoving my head in the
the Women's League will add a
Centennial Scholarship to the list of calendaring project, the first-come, ground won't make it go away. More
their contributions to the university. The first-serve use of the fieldhouse will be
importantly, my not approving does not
Women's League relies heavily on the diminished, students will be given make it wrong, no more than my not
Flea Market, one of the largest on the greater access to the fieldhouse and
liking someone's clothing should make
conflicts which exist this Spring them unable to dress how they please.
West Coast, to develop the necessary
Weekend will be avoided. The ultimate
revenues in their activities -- they are a
College is a place to learn. Why
dedicated and valuable part of the beneficiaries of such a system will not
should people advocate hiding
university.
only be the students but the university as knowledge? Everyone is entitled to their
However, the need exists for greater a whole.
own beliefs and hobbies, so long as it
Steven J. Shelver doesn't hurt others. I and many others see
coordination in the scheduling of student/
Special Events Chairman no threat from the Trail, and would be
university/public events held in the
fieldhouse. Gordy Pfeifer does his best to
proud to send it to our parents, to show
accomodate schedules and just recently
them that we aren't majoring in narrow
spoke with the Women's League to
mindedness. We see more of a threat in
reschedule next year's Flea Market to
people fighting against our "inalienable
avoid another Spring Weekend Conflict.
right" to freedom of the press. It's a
The point of this editorial is simple:
really scary thought.
Rather than employing a first-come,
Last week this paper ran an editorial
Why try to stop the progress we've
first-serve basis for reserving the
by Susie McIntyre and cosigned by 26 made? And finally, what makes your
fieldhouse, the administrators, students,
others condemning the Trail for its moral opinion right?
and other individuals who regularly
deviance. Isn't it great that that letter
Yours,
utilize the fieldhouse must develop a fair
could be printed? Isn't it great that it is
Kristin Bryant
criteria for fieldhouse use. Athletic teams
understood at this college that everyone
This letter was cosigned by 34 other
should obviously be given primary
is mature enough to handle differing
people.

Trail is not
really so evil
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To get ahead in college, it helps if
you choose a brilliant roommate. Like a
Macintosh'personal computer. And now
there are two models to choose from.
The Macintosh Plus, which comes
with one 800K disk drive and a full megabyte of memory (expandable to four).
And the new Macintosh SE. Which

comes with either two built-in 800K
drives, or one drive and an internal
20-megabyte hard disk. As well as a
choice of two new keyboards.
Inside, the SE also has an expansion slot, so you can add a card that lets
you share information over a campuswide network. Or another card that

lets you run MS-DOS programs.
Whichever Macintosh you choose,
you can use the latest, most advanced
software. And that means you'll be able
to work faster, better and smarter. No two ways about it.

The power to beyourbest.

Microcomputer Center
Howerth H811, Room 204
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